
Window sticker long gray wild lianas

Manufacturer: Ambiance-sticker
Reference:col-tr-RJ-B084

Price: 99.00€ 58.90€
Offer valid from 26/03/2024 to 27/10/2033

Options:
Size (HxL) : 40 X 200 cm ()15,5 X 78,5 in.

Description:

Blackout sticker for your windows and bathroom!
 

 

 

This blackout and private window sticker measures H40 x W200 cm.

 

Window sticker - Private translucent frosted sticker for glass and windows
Bubble free - Easy installation without air bubbles

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/window-sticker-long-gray-wild-lianas-xml-3392_3359_3643-42508.html


 

This frosted blackout sticker lets in a soft, diffused light for more comfort in your interior. It limits
visibility through the windows and thus provides security and privacy, while decorating your home. It also
prevents face-to-face window day and night.

 

Once applied to a window, this sticker:
- will absorb 15% of visible light
- will transmit 85% of visible light

 

Installation advice:
1/ Cut the length needed (take a little wider)
2/ Strongly moisten the glass
3/ Peel off the sticker from the backing paper and position it on the wet glass
4/ Scrape from the center outwards to remove water and air bubbles
5/ Humidity allows it to be moved for a perfect position
6/ Let dry
7/ Cut the strips protruding from the glass with a cutter

 

Lifespan: 5-8 years

    Where to stick this blackout decorative sticker?

 

Deco Atmosphere Sticker ideas:
This blackout sticker will easily find its place on bay windows, bathroom windows, kitchen, toilet,
bedroom, and other windows in the house, exterior and interior glass railings, and even on shower doors.

This blackout sticker can also be used in a professional environment: for office windows, waiting rooms,
shop windows, or any other exterior window.

 

The window blackout adhesive also allows you to maintain your privacy when you are inside your home.

 

The window blackout sticker is ideal placed on a bay window to hide the opposite in your office!

 

Blackout window stickers fit easily into any interior.

 



This blackout shower wall sticker is perfect for your shower room door!

 

This adhesive for blackout shower screen will allow you to make the atmosphere of your bathroom more
design and attractive.

 

 

How to put a wall decal

 

Technical specification

 

Vinyl brand: Avery Dennison® 500 Event Film Matt / Orafol Orajet® 3164-XMRA matt Lifetime:  5 years
Thickness: 0,1 mm Removable: yes. It does not damage the wall Waterproof: yes Washable with water:
yes Resistance to solvents: yes Toxic: no Flammable: no (norm NF P 92-501 - M1) Smell: none Type of
adhesive: acrylic glue Temperature resistance: From -40 to 85°C Origin: Made in France and Belgium

 

* Applies to all our vinyl printed and cut. Not applicable for blackboards, luminescent, whiteboards and other kind of material/span>

Link to the product

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/window-sticker-long-gray-wild-lianas-xml-3392_3359_3643-42508.html

